Abstract. Any automorphism of a Benz plane having at least one fixed point induces a collineation on the projective extension of the residual affine plane with reference to this point. When this collineation is a central automorphism, the initial automorphism is called the central automorphism (or central-axial automorphism, cf.([3]). In this paper we present an analytical description of central automorphisms of a miguelian Laguerre planes with the characteristic different from two. This description is applied to find transitive groups of homotheties and translations of types occuring in the classification theorems of R. Kleinewillinghofer ([2]). Some examples over an arbitrary commutative field are constructed, the other over the finite field Z3 and It is interesting that two types of the Kleinewillinghofer classification ([2]) appear only as automorphism subgroups of finite plane of order three or five. This will give a clear characterization of these planes. Throughaut we assume that the characteristic of a plane is not equal to two.
Introduction
It is well known that any miguelian Laguerre plane of characteristic not equal to two is described for some commutative field F (charF 2) as an incidence structure of the form L = (P, C, where P = {(a, b) e F X F} U {(a)|a € F*} U {(00)},
where Ci = {{(z, y) 6 F x F\y = mx 2 + nx + p}\m, n,p G F, m ± 0} U {(m)}, C2 = {{(z, y) 6 F x F\y = mx + n}\m, n € F, m ^ 0} U {(00)}, G = {{(a, y)\y eF}\aeF}U {(m), (oo)|m G F*}.
Elements of P are called points, elements of C -chains and elements of G -generators. We will denote points by capital Latin letters, chains by small Greek letters and generators by small Latin letters. Points of the form where x,y € F are called proper points, the others -improper points. A generator containing the point A we will denote by A and points passing through one generator -parallel or touching points (notation A\\B).
Equivalently, a uniform description of miguelian Laguerre planes we obtain using the ring of dual numbers Dp over the field F. In this description P = P(D F ), C € P(Z>f)}, where P(Dp) and P(F) denote the projective line over the ring Dp and the field F respectively, and R -the set of invertible elements of the ring Dp.
It is easy to prove ( [1] ), that Aut(Dp) = {{r|r(x + ye) = r(x) + l T (y) e }\l € F*,T\ f 6 Aut(F)}. 
, where a is an automorphism of the field F,
These bijections can be uniquely extended to automorphisms of a Laguerre plane preserving the generator oo in case 1) and 2). An arbitrary automorphism of a miguelian Laguerre plane is the superposition of automorphisms of kind 1), 2), and 3).
A central automorphism of a Laguerre plane is an automorphism, which has at least one fixed point and on the projective extension of the residual plane in this fixed point induces a central collineation. The central automorphisms of a Laguerre plane are the following ( [3] ):
1. A translation that is an automorphism having exactly one point wise fixed generator and an invariant pencil of tangent chains or family generators, 2. A homothety that is an automorphism, having exactly two fixed points and an invariant boundle of chains with vertices in these points,
3. An affinity that is an automorphism, having exactly one chain pointwise fixed, two generators point wise fixed, or one generator point wise fixed and an invariant pencil with a vertex not belonging to this generator.
The pencil of chains tangent to z at a point P we will denote by (P, z). The group of translations fixing pointwise P and the pencil (P,Z) (resp. the family of generators) we will denote by T(P,T) (resp. T(P,G)). The boundle of chains with vertices A, B we will denote by (j4, B). The group of homotheties with centers A,B (A J(\B) will be denoted by H(A,B).
The analytical description of central automorphisms of miguelian Laguerre planes
In this section we describe central automorphisms of miguelian Laguerre planes of characteristic not equal to two. We use both previously presented kinds of representations of Laguerre planes. The characterization is contained in the following three lemmas. 
m,n] and conserves the family of generators iff a G Dp\R (in the case m,n G Dp\R we obtain the identity). b) Every homothety of a miguelian Laguerre plane is an element of bmg -np (b -1 )nq the group PGL2(Dp) with matrix for some -(b -1 )mp -bnp + mq m,n,p,q G Dp,b G F* such that mq -np G R-Such a homothety has centres in points with coordinates [m, n] and [p, 9] (for b = 1 we obtain identity).

LEMMA 2. a) Every affinity, which fixes pointwise two generators and family of generators is an element of the group PGL2(Dp)
with matrix 1 -bnpe -bnpe for some TO, n,p,q G Dp,b G F such that mq -np G bmpe 1 + bmqe J
R. Pointwise fixed generators contain points with coordinates [TO, n] and
Mb) Every symmetry with respect to a chain is an automorphism of the form tp o h T where T G Aut(Dp)\id such that rjp = id and tp is an automorphism whose matrix is of the form described in a).
For simplicity we use the following terminology. If the bijection defined for proper points by the formula (a;, y) -> (f(x), ij)(x, y)) has a unique extension to an automorphism of a Laguerre plane, we will call this automorphism as defined by the above formula. 4. An automorphism of the form ipohT where r G Aut(Dp)\id such that r\p = id and is a homothety, has exactly two fixed (but not necessarily pointwise) generators. This automorphism is not equal to that defined by Lemma 2a and it can be different from automorphism defined by the Lemma 3.
Application of central automorphisms to classification of automorphisms groups of Laguerre plane
We can use classification theorems of Laguerre planes (Satz 1 and Satz 2 of [2] ) for the classification of subgroups G of automorphisms of a Laguerre plane with respect to sets T = {(P, T)\G is (P, T) -transitive } U {g\G is g -transitive}, H = {{¿,5} | G is (.4,5)-transitive}. We will give some examples of subgroups of automorphisms of a miquelian Laguerre plane and will determine the set H and T in these examples. Any of them are stabilizers of some set of points, chains and generators. For . This subgroup contains the
y'=y+2x 2 +x+2) y' = y + 2z 2 + oe + 1 which consists of all translations of the group H\. Then H\ is the automorphism group of type 10 B.
2. The subgroup generated by the following groups of translations:
x'=x+l x' -x + 2 T((<x>),z)=\id, y'=y+l y' = y + 2
where z is the chain determined by the line y = x contains also the following translation groups:
2 y ~ (i+2) 2 and T({2,2),z) =
. Because these are the only translations and homotheties, the group is of type 1G.
The characterization of Laguerre planes of order 3 and 5
In this section we investigate subgroups of automorphisms of miguelian Laguerre planes of type 5 and type 7 (Satz 1, [3] ). The type 5 is determined by the set H = {(P, a(P))|P G z}, where z is a fixed chain and a is an involution of chain z without fixed points. The type 7 is described by the set H = { (U,(3(U) )\U € P}, where P and Q are distinguished points such, that P If Q and ¡3 is an bijection of generators P and Q. Remarks. 1. The subgroups Gi = gen{H((oo),(l, (2, 2) 1) , (4,4))H((2,2), (3, 3) )} and H3 = gen{H ((oo) , (3, 3) ), #((0,0), (1,1))#((2,2), (4,4))} are of type 5. 
